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The properties of statistical ensembles with abelian charges close to the thermodynamic limit
are discussed. The finite volume corrections to the probability distributions and particle density
moments are calculated. Results are obtained for statistical ensembles with both exact and average
charge conservation. A new class of variables (semi–intensive variables) which differ in the thermo-
dynamic limit depending on how charge conservation is implemented in the system is introduced.
The thermodynamic limit behavior of these variables is calculated through the next to leading order
finite volume corrections to the corresponding probability density distributions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Statistical models have been shown to be very successful in the description of particle production in heavy ion
collisions [1]. Such models are usually constructed from the partition function of a quasi non–interacting gas composed
of all known hadrons including hadronic resonances. The contribution of resonances is an effective approach to
reproduce strong interactions in the hadronic medium [2]. The hadron resonance gas model has also been shown to
be consistent with lattice QCD thermodynamics restricted to the confined, hadronic, phase [3, 4, 5].
Considering a hadronic system using statistical models, it is essential to implement constraints related to internal
symmetries [6, 7]. We consider here an abelian symmetry corresponding to one conserved charge. In the statistical
system, conservation laws can be implemented in the canonical (C) or grand canonical (GC) ensembles. In the
following we consider only ultrarelativistic systems as encountered e.g. in high energy heavy ion collisions. In such a
case particle numbers are not conserved, thus there is no associated chemical potentials to the particle numbers. The
only chemical potentials included here are those related to conserved charges. In the grand canonical ensemble (GC)
the quantum numbers have fixed average values which are determined by the corresponding chemical potentials, on
the other hand, in the canonical ensemble, quantum numbers have fixed values. This leads to an essential difference
in the volume dependence of observables in the GC and C formulations [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. In the limit when V →∞ some
ratios of extensive quantities converge to different values in the GC and C ensembles [11, 12]. The thermodynamic
limit (T-limit) is realized if the volume V →∞ while the charge density q and the particle densities ni remain finite
in the C system while their thermal average values 〈q〉 and 〈ni〉 in the GC system are kept fixed. It is thus clear
that the equivalence of both descriptions in the thermodynamic limit can be strictly established only for intensive
observables [1, 7]. The equivalence of the GC and C descriptions in the thermodynamic limit has been established at
the most basic, probability density level. It has been shown recently [12] that different particle probability densities
calculated from the C and GC ensembles coincide in the thermodynamic limit.
In some physical situations, however, the knowledge of T-limits of probability density functions is not sufficient.
There is a broad class of physical quantities which are finite in the thermodynamic limit but are still different for
different statistical ensembles. We call henceforth such variables semi–intensive quantities. These variables have
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2finite T-limits, like intensive variables, but those limits are governed by finite volume corrections to probability
distributions for particle densities. The properties of semi–intensive quantities in the T-limit are entirely determined
by the O(V −1), subleading corrections to the probability density functions. These contributions are also important
if one studies finite volume corrections to thermodynamic observables. Such a situation appears when comparing the
statistical model with lattice gauge theory results obtained on a small lattice. The statistical model description of
finite volume effects e.g. the charge susceptibilities calculated recently on the lattice [3, 13] require knowledge of the
finite volume corrections to the probability densities.
The phenomenologically relevant example of a semi–intensive quantity is the scaled variance
ωN =
∆N2
〈N〉 =
〈N2〉 − 〈N〉2
〈N〉 . (1)
where N is, e.g., the number of charged particles. The ωN is an experimental observable in heavy ion collisions and
measures the relative charged particles fluctuation in a system [14].
It was recently pointed out [11] that the scaled variance (1) has different thermodynamic limits in the GC and C
ensembles. In fact, by the substitution 〈Nk〉 = V k〈nk〉 , the ωN is related to the scaled variance for charged particle
densities ωn as
ωN =
∆N2
〈N〉 =
V 2∆n2
V 〈n〉 ≡ V ωn . (2)
In the T-limit the scaled variance ωn vanishes both in the GC and in the C ensembles. We show that this can be
formally expressed as
ωn =
1
V
R+O(V −2) . (3)
Consequently the T-limit of the scaled variance ωN is sensitive to the next to leading order (NLO) correctionsO(V −1).
The subleading term R is specific to a given ensemble, that is why the T-limit of ωN is ensemble dependent.
In this paper we calculate the NLO corrections to different probability distribution functions in the C and the GC
ensembles. These subleading corrections will be explicitly determined in the hadron resonance gas model constrained
by charge conservation. We will show that in the T-limit the probability density distributions do not exist as regular
but appear as generalized functions. We also calculate the T-limit properties of the related particle density moments.
Finally, as one of the applications, we introduce a class of semi–intensive variables in the canonical and the grand
canonical ensemble and discuss their behavior in the vicinity to the thermodynamic limit.
II. DISTRIBUTIONS AND MOMENTS IN FINITE SYSTEMS
The properties of charged particle probability distributions in their approach to the thermodynamic limit will be
discussed in the context of the statistical model of a non–interacting gas constrained by the conservation of the
abelian charge Q. The thermodynamic system of volume V and temperature T is considered to be composed of
charged particles and their antiparticles carrying charge ±1 respectively. The requirement of charge conservation in
the system is imposed on the grand canonical or canonical level.
The partition function of the above C and GC statistical system is found to be
ZCQ (V, T ) = TrQ e−βHˆ = IQ(2z) , (4a)
ZGC(V, T ) = Tr e−β(Hˆ−µQˆ) = exp
(
2z cosh
µ
T
)
. (4b)
where z is the sum over all one-particle partition functions
z(T ) =
V
(2π)3
∑
i
gi
∫
d3p e−β
√
p2+m2
i =
V
2π2
T
∑
i
gim
2
i K2
(mi
T
)
≡ V z0(T ) , (5)
and gi is the spin degeneracy factor. The sum is taken over all charged particles and resonances of mass mi carrying
the charge ±1. The functions IQ and K2 are modified Bessel functions. The chemical potential µ determines the
average charge in the GC ensemble.
Semi–intensive variables are constructed from different particle moments 〈Nk〉 and their volume dependence is
obtained from the corresponding behavior of the particle number probability distribution.
3In the C ensemble of a system of volume V and total charge Q the probability distribution PCQ (N, V ) to have N
negatively and N +Q positively charged particles is obtained [12, 15] from the partition function (4a) as
PCQ (N, V ) =
z2N+Q
N !(N +Q)!
1
IQ(2z)
. (6)
On the other hand in the GC ensemble with volume V and average charge 〈Q〉 the probability distribution
PGC〈Q〉(N,Q, V ) to find a system with a given charge Q and a given number of negatively charged particles N is
expressed [12] as the product
PGC〈Q〉(N,Q, V ) = PCQ (N, V )PGC〈Q〉(Q, V ) , (7)
of the canonical particle number distribution PCQ (N, V ) from Eq. (6) and the grand canonical probability distribution
PGC〈Q〉(Q, V ) = IQ(2z)
[
〈Q〉+
√
〈Q〉2 + 4z2
2z
]Q
e−
√
〈Q〉2+4z2 (8)
to find the total charge Q in the system with the average charge 〈Q〉.
With the knowledge of the probability distributions from Eqs. (6) and (8) the thermal average of particle moments
in the GC and C ensemble are obtained from
〈Nk〉GC〈Q〉 =
∞∑
N=0
∞∑
Q=−N
NkPGC〈Q〉(N,Q, V ) , (9a)
〈Nk〉CQ =
∞∑
N=0
NkPCQ (N, V ) . (9b)
In the following section we will discuss the generalizations of the above results for the probability distributions and
particle moments that are required to analyze the approach to the thermodynamic limit.
III. DISTRIBUTIONS AND MOMENTS IN INFINITE SYSTEMS
In the previous section we have summarized how to relate particle moments with probability distributions in a
system that is constrained by charge conservation. These results, however, are only valid for finite systems far away
from the thermodynamic limit. Obviously in the T-limit different particle moments introduced in Eq. (9), as well as
the particle number, the total charge and their average values appearing in Eqs. (4a) and (9) are all infinite. Thus,
to take the thermodynamic limit in Eqs. (4a) and (9) one first expresses the variables (N,Q,Nk) by means of the
corresponding densities (n, q, nk) and then takes the limit V → ∞ keeping the densities fixed. This also requires
the replacement of the discrete sums (1/V )
∑
N →
∫
dn and (1/V )
∑
Q →
∫
dρ by the corresponding integrals over
densities.
To formulate correctly the thermodynamic limit of quantities involving densities, one defines the following proba-
bilities
P
C
q (n, V ) := V PCV q(V n, V ) , (10a)
P
GC
〈q〉 (n, q, V ) := V
2PGCV 〈q〉(V n, V q, V ) , (10b)
P
GC
〈q〉 (q, V ) := V PGCV 〈q〉(V q, , V ) . (10c)
such that in the limit V →∞
P
C
q (n, V ) = P∞q (n) +
1
V
RCq (n) +O(V −2) , (11a)
P
GC
〈q〉 (n, q, V ) = P∞〈q〉(n, q) +
1
V
RGC〈q〉 (n, q) +O(V −2) , (11b)
P
GC
〈q〉 (q, V ) = P∞〈q〉(q) +
1
V
SGC〈q〉 (q) +O(V −2) . (11c)
4The first terms P∞q (n), P∞〈q〉(n) and P∞〈q〉(q) are the T-limits distributions corresponding to the V → ∞ limit, the
second terms in Eq. (11) are the finite volume NLO corrections. Obviously, the relation (7) between GC and C
probabilities also holds in the vicinity of the thermodynamic limit. Thus, the probability distribution (11b) is just a
product of C and GC probabilities from Eqs. (11a) and (11c).
With the above parametrization of the probability distributions, the particle density moments in the C and the GC
ensembles are obtained from
〈nk〉Cq =
∫
dnnk P∞q (n) +
1
V
∫
dnnk RCq (n) +O(V −2) , (12a)
〈nk〉GC〈q〉 =
∫
dnnk
∫
dqP∞〈q〉(n, q) +
1
V
∫
dnnk
∫
dq RGC〈q〉 (n, q) +O(V −2) . (12b)
The equivalence of the GC and C ensembles in the thermodynamic limit requires that the first terms in the above
equations coincide. Indeed it was shown [12] that the charged density distribution function PGC〈q〉 (q, V ) converges to
the Dirac delta function such that
P∞〈q〉(n, q) = P∞q (n) · δ(q − 〈q〉). (13)
The above relation establishes the equivalence of the GC and C ensembles in the thermodynamic limit on the most
general, probability level. Indeed, substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (12) it is clear that any charged particle density
moment converges to the same asymptotic value 〈nk〉∞ in the GC and C ensemble. In the T-limit the charge density
q is also identified with its thermal average value 〈q〉 following Eq. (13).
The coincidence of C and GC probability distributions and the corresponding charged particle density moments in
the asymptotic limit of V →∞ is not any more valid for the NLO contributions. The correction coefficients of order
(1/V ) in Eq. (11) and (12) are in general different in the C and GC ensembles.
For physical applications it is important to know the NLO behavior of the probability functions. The asymptotic
properties of e.g. the semi–intensive quantities will be shown in the next section to be sensitive to the finite volume
corrections appearing in Eqs. (11–12).
In the following we will discuss how to obtain the NLO contributions to the probability distributions. We will then
apply these results to establish the properties of particle density moments as well as semi–intensive quantities in their
approach towards the thermodynamic limit.
A. Finite volume corrections to the probability distributions and density moments in the C ensemble
To obtain the finite volume corrections to the probability distribution (11) and the corresponding charged particle
moments (12) it is convenient to introduce a generating function
G(λ, V ) =
∞∑
N=0
λNPCQ (N, V ) . (14)
The density moments 〈Nk〉C are obtained from the generating function (14) as
〈Nk〉C =
(
λ
d
dλ
)k
G(λ, V )
∣∣∣∣∣
λ=1
. (15)
For the probability distribution in the canonical ensemble (6) the generating function has the following form
G(λ, V ) = λ−V q2 IV q(2V z0
√
λ)
IV q(2V z0)
. (16)
The T-limit behavior of particle moments and the probability distribution is obtained from Eqs. (15) and (16) using
the asymptotic behavior of the generating function for V → ∞ with fixed q. This is determined by the limiting
properties of the Bessel function [16]
lim
α→∞
Iα(αz) =
eα
√
1+z2
√
2πα(1 + z2)1/4
[
z
1 +
√
1 + z2
]α{
1 +
3z2 − 2
24(1 + z2)3/2α
+O(α−2)
}
. (17)
5The generating function (16) in the T-limit is now obtained as
G(λ, V ) =
√
xq
xq;λ
eV (xq;λ−xq)
[
q + xq
q + xq;λ
]V q
×
{
1 +
6z20λ− q2
12V x3q;λ
− 6z
2
0 − q2
12V x3q
+O(V −2)
}
. (18)
where we have introduced
xq =
√
q2 + 4z20 , xq;λ =
√
q2 + 4z20λ . (19)
Applying the above asymptotic form of the generating function in Eq. (15) one establishes (for details see Appendix
A) the T-limit of positively and negatively charged particle density moments in the canonical ensemble
〈nk±〉C = 〈n±〉k∞ −
k
V
z20
x2q
〈n±〉k−1∞ +
k(k − 1)
2V
z20
xq
〈n±〉k−2∞ +O(V −2) , (20)
with xq defined as in Eq. (19). The average charged particle densities
〈n±〉∞ =
√
q2 + 4z20 ± q
2
(21)
are the asymptotic results obtained from the V →∞ limit and have common values in the C and the GC ensembles
if one identifies, following Eq. (13), the charge density q with its thermal average value 〈q〉.
Taking into account Eq. (12a) together with the (1/V ) expansion of the charged particle moments (20) one finds
that the probability density PCq (n;V ) of negatively charged particles in the near vicinity to the thermodynamic limit
reads
P
C
q (n;V ) = δ (n− 〈n〉∞) +
1
V
z20
x2q
δ′ (n− 〈n〉∞) + 1
V
z20
2xq
δ′′ (n− 〈n〉∞) +O(V −2) , (22)
where the prime and double prime in the delta functions denote the first and the second order derivatives with respect
to the particle density n.
Eqs. (20) and (22) summarize the T-limit behavior of the charged particle density distribution and the density
moments in the canonical system with exact charge conservation.
B. Finite volume corrections to the probability distributions and density moments in the GC ensemble
To establish the asymptotic behavior of the GC probability distribution of charged particle density and the density
moments in the near vicinity to thermodynamic limit we use the following decomposition of the probability density
function PGC〈q〉 (q, n;V ) [12]
P
GC
〈q〉 (q, n;V ) = P
GC
〈q〉 (q;V )P
C
q (n;V ) . (23)
The T-limit is obtained from the corresponding behavior of PGC〈q〉 (q;V ) and P
C
q (n;V ) distributions. From Eq. (11)
one gets
P
GC
〈q〉 (q, n;V ) = P∞〈q〉(q)P∞q (n) +
1
V
(
SGC〈q〉 (q)P∞q (n) +RCq (n)P∞〈q〉(q)
)
+O(V −2) . (24)
The coefficient in the (1/V )–expansion of the canonical probability density PCq (n;V ) up to O(V −2) is already known
from Eq. (22). However, the GC probability distribution PGC〈q〉 (q;V ) is only known in the leading order [12]
P
GC
〈q〉 (q;V ) = δ(q − 〈q〉) +O(1/V ) . (25)
The explicit derivation of the (1/V )–corrections to PGC〈q〉 is given in Appendix B where it is shown that
P
GC
〈q〉 (q, V ) = δ (q − 〈q〉) +
x〈q〉
2V
δ
′′
(q − 〈q〉) +O(V −2) , (26)
6with x〈q〉 as in Eq. (19) but with q being replaced by 〈q〉.
Substituting the asymptotic expansions (22) and (26) to Eq. (24) one gets after some functional algebra the grand
canonical probability density as
P
GC
〈q〉 (q, n;V ) = δ (n− 〈n〉∞) δ(q − 〈q〉) +
〈n〉∞
2V
δ′′ (n− 〈n〉∞) δ(q − 〈q〉) +O(V −2) . (27)
where 〈n〉∞ is the average density in the V →∞ limit which is common for both ensembles. Carrying out the charge
integration in the above equation one gets the GC particle number density probability distribution
P
GC
〈q〉 (n, V ) = δ (n− 〈n〉∞) +
〈n〉∞
2V
δ′′ (n− 〈n〉∞) +O(V −2) . (28)
The above result can be directly compared with the corresponding probability distribution (22) in the C ensemble.
It is clear that the leading terms in both ensembles coincide. This is to be expected due to equivalence of the C and
GC ensembles in this limit. However, the (1/V )–corrections in both ensembles are obviously different. This indicates
that the C and GC probability distributions converge to the asymptotic, V → ∞ limit with a different strength.
That is why, in any finite volume the thermodynamic observables calculated in both these ensembles have, in general,
different values.
The properties of negatively charged particle number density distributions PCq (n;V ) and P
GC
〈q〉 (n, V ) calculated by
means of exact formulae (6)–(8) are illustrated in Fig. 1 for different volume parameters. It is seen in Fig. 1 that the
largest differences between C and GC distributions appear for small volumes. With increasing V both distributions
become narrower, however PGC〈q〉 is always broader than P
C
q . In the large V → ∞ limit both these distributions
converge to generalized functions which are explicitly described through Eqs. (22) and (28).
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FIG. 1: Probability distributions of charged particle density in the canonical and grand canonical ensembles calculated for
different volume parameters (V=1, 10 and 20 in arbitrary units).
Knowing the asymptotic properties of the probability distributions on can study the corresponding behavior of the
positively and negatively charged particle density moments. The asymptotic behavior of the positively and negatively
charged particle density moments in the GC ensemble can be obtained from Eq. (12b) and (28) in the following
transparent form
〈nk±〉GC = 〈n±〉k∞ +
k(k − 1)
2V
〈n±〉k−1∞ +O(V −2), (29)
where 〈n±〉∞ is as before the average density of (±1)– charged particles in the V →∞ limit which is common for GC
and C ensemble. In a particular case, for the second moment (k = 2), the Eq.(29) multiplied by V 2 is a well known
result from statistical mechanics: 〈N2〉 − 〈N〉2 = 〈N〉 which tells us that the average square fluctuations in particle
number in the GC ensemble are controlled by the average number of particles.
IV. SEMI-INTENSIVE QUANTITIES IN THE THERMODYNAMIC LIMIT
As an application of the results for the asymptotic behavior of the probability distributions and charged particle
moments we consider the properties of semi–intensive quantities. The simplest example of such a quantity, as discussed
7in the introduction, is the scaled variance of charged particles
ωN± =
〈N2±〉 − 〈N±〉2
〈N±〉 . (30)
Obviously, one can express ωN± through the corresponding density moments ωn± such as
ωN± = V
〈n2±〉 − 〈n±〉2
〈n±〉 ≡ V ωn± . (31)
The thermodynamic limit of ωN is controlled by the (1/V )– corrections to the first and second moment of the charged
particle density. From the results in the previous section it is clear that in the T-limit
〈nk〉 = 〈n〉k∞ +
1
V
Rk;q +O(V −2) , (32)
where the first term is common for the GC and C ensembles, however the (1/V ) correction term Rk;q differs in these
ensembles. Indeed, from Eq. (20) and (29) one finds
RCk;q =
k(k − 1)
2
z20
xq
〈n〉k−2∞ − k
z20
x2q
〈n〉k−1∞ , (33)
RGCk;q =
k(k − 1)
2
〈n〉k−1∞ , (34)
where RC and RGC are the correction terms in C and GC ensemble respectively.
From Eq. (32) it is clear that the ratio
∆k =
Rk;q
V 〈n〉k∞
, (35)
describes the NLO corrections to the k-th order density moment. Following Eqs. (33) and (34) one finds that these
corrections for the canonical ensemble
∆Ck =
k(k − 1)
V 〈n〉∞
z20
2xq〈n〉∞ −
k
V 〈n〉∞
z20
x2q
, (36)
and for the grand canonical ensemble
∆GCk =
k(k − 1)
V 〈n〉∞ , (37)
are expressed through the total number of particles of a given charge V 〈n〉∞ as well as through dimensionless variables
z20/xq〈n〉∞ and z20/x2q which depend only on the q/z0 ratio.
From Eq. (21) one finds
q2
z20
=
〈n+〉∞
〈n−〉∞ +
〈n−〉∞
〈n+〉∞ − 2 , (38)
thus the NLO corrections ∆k can be expressed by means of measurable 〈N−〉/〈N+〉 particles ratios.
In heavy ion collisions at RHIC charged particle ratios like e.g. π−/π+, K−/K+ or p¯/p has been measured (see e.g.
[18]) in the range between 0.6 to 1.0. Thus, for RHIC conditions one estimates from Eq. (38) that the relevant domain
of q/z0 is between 0 and 0.5. In Fig. 2 we calculate from Eqs. (36) and (37) the NLO corrections to the first, the
second and the third charge particle density moments for canonical and grand canonical ensemble. These corrections
are plotted as a function of the multiplicity of negatively charged particles 〈N−〉 at fixed value of 〈N−〉/〈N+〉 = 0.8
particles ratio.
It is specific for the grand canonical distribution that the first moment ∆1 coincides with its thermodynamic limit.
However, as seen in Fig. 2 this is not anymore the case for higher moments where deviations from thermodynamic
limit in the GC ensemble are not negligible even for 〈N−〉 ≃ 150. It is also clear from Fig. 2 that for fixed 〈N−〉 the
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FIG. 2: Deviations of the first ∆1, second ∆2 and the third ∆3 charged particle moments from the thermodynamic limit as
functions of charge particle multiplicities 〈N−〉 calculated at fixed 〈N−〉/〈N+〉 = 0.8. The results are shown for the canonical
and the grand canonical ensembles.
difference between GC and C ensemble increases with increasing order of particle moments. The convergence of ∆k
to their thermodynamic limit values is slower with increasing k, for both ensembles. Finally, it is clear from Fig. 2
that the first moment is converging from below whereas the second and the third from the above to their asymptotic
values.
With the above results for the NLO corrections to different particle density moments one can also study the
convergence and the thermodynamic limit of the scaled variance (30).
Indeed from Eqs. (31) and (32) one finds:
T- limωN =
R2;q − 2R1;q〈n〉∞
〈n〉∞ . (39)
Applying in Eq. (39) the C and GC correction factors Rk;q from Eqs. (33) and (34) one gets in the canonical ensemble
T- limωCN =
1
2
√
q2 + 4z20 ∓ q√
q2 + 4z20
, (40a)
while in the grand canonical system
T- limωGCN = 1 . (40b)
Thus, the scaled variance is finite in the T-limit although it differs in the C and the GC ensembles. This result agrees
with the previous finding in [11] and explains how to reconcile this with the T-limit equivalence of different statistical
ensembles.
The scaled variance is not the only example of semi–intensive variable. There is actually a broad class of variables
Sk = 〈N
k〉 − 〈N〉k
〈N〉k−1 (41a)
which have the same properties as ωN : they are finite in T-limit and have different values dependently on how the
charge conservation is implemented in the description of the system. Indeed from (32) one gets
T- limSk = Rk;q − kR1;q〈n〉
k−1
∞
〈n〉k−1∞
, (41b)
thus, following Eqs. (33–34) the C and GC values for positive(negative) particles in the T-limit are found as
T- limSCk =
k(k − 1)
4
√
q2 + 4z20 ∓ q√
q2 + 4z20
, (42a)
while in the grand canonical ensemble
T- limSGCk =
k(k − 1)
2
. (42b)
9The scaled variance ωN is just a special case of Sk corresponding to k = 2.
Another example is a broad class of variables closely related to cumulant or factorial cumulant moments κp defined
as [17]
lnG(eλ, V ) =
∑
p
κp
λp
p!
for cumulant moments , (43a)
lnG(λ, V ) =
∑
p
κp
λp
p!
for factorial cumulant moments . (43b)
In the T-limit those moments are linear in V , thus the ratios
Kp;r = κp
κr
, (44)
are obviously semi–intensive quantities. For cumulant moments the quantity K2;1 coincides with the scaled variance
(1) while for factorial cumulant moments it is equal to ωN − 1.
One can also construct more involved semi-inclusive variables having a finite T-limit behavior which are determined
by higher order asymptotic terms of the corresponding probability distributions.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have considered statistical systems with global charge conservation and discussed the properties of different
charged particle probability distributions. We have put particular emphasis on the limiting behavior of the probability
densities in their approach towards the thermodynamic limit. In particular we have calculated the asymptotic values
and the first subleading finite volume corrections. Our results were obtained in the statistical model of quasi non–
interacting gas of charged particles, constrained by the conservation laws. Such a model has been recently shown to
be successful in describing particle production in heavy ion collisions and lattice QCD thermodynamics restricted to
the confined, hadronic phase.
We have discussed the differences in the asymptotic properties of the probability functions for a system with an exact,
that is canonical, (C) and with an average, that is grand canonical, (GC) implementation of charge conservation. We
have shown that in the thermodynamic limit the corresponding probability distributions in the GC and C ensembles
coincide and are described as generalized functions. This property is a direct consequence of the GC and C ensemble
equivalence in the thermodynamic limit. However, the first finite volume corrections to the asymptotic value differ
for both ensembles.
Finally, using the results of the probability functions we have derived the asymptotic behavior of the charged particle
moments and established the differences in the GC and C formulation. We have also applied these results to find the
thermodynamic limit of a class of semi–intensive quantities. It was shown that in systems with exact and average
charge conservation such quantities should naturally converge to different values in the thermodynamic limit. This is
because the behavior of the semi–intensive quantities in the near vicinity to the thermodynamic limit are determined
by the subleading, finite volume, corrections to the probability distributions which are specific to a given statistical
ensemble.
Similar conclusions related to the thermodynamic limit in different ensembles can be also drawn for nonrelativistic
systems [19]. Such an analysis could be of interest for low energy processes in which the particle number conservation
is preserved.
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APPENDIX A: LEADING AND NLO COEFFICIENTS OF 〈Nk〉CQ
The leading and next to leading order contributions to the particle moments 〈Nk〉C are obtained as the coefficients
ck and ck−1 at large volume expansion terms in Eq. (15), i.e. from
〈Nk〉C = ck V k + ck−1 V k−1 +O(V k−2) . (A1)
To get these coefficients using the expansion for the Bessel functions given in (17) we first observe that the second
and the third terms in the curly bracket in Eq. (18) can be neglected. This is because the contributions of these
terms to the O(V k−1) order coefficient exactly cancel each other since the derivative in Eq. (15) is taken at λ = 1.
Thus, it is sufficient to consider
G(λ, V ) ≃ f(λ)eV g(λ) (A2)
with
f(λ) =
√
xq
xq;λ
, g(λ) = xq;λ − xq + q ln q + xq
q + xq;λ
.
where xq is as in Eq. (19).
To calculate ck and ck−1 we use the identity(
λ
d
dλ
)k
G = λk d
k
dλk
G + k(k − 1)
2
λk−1
dk−1
dλk−1
G + · · · (A3)
and keep the first two terms with the highest order derivatives. Only the first term in Eq. (A3) contributes to ck
ck = f(λ)
(
dg
dλ
)k
eV g(λ) . (A4)
However, the ck−1 coefficient is receiving contributions from both terms in Eq. (A3). The highest derivative term in
Eq. (A3) is calculated from
f(λ)
dk
dλk
eV g(λ)+
(
k
k − 1
)
df
dλ
dk−1
dλk−1
eV g(λ) + · · · , (A5)
where up to O(V k−3)
dk
dλk
eV g(λ) ≃ V k
(
dg
dλ
)k
eV g(λ) +V k−1dk eV g(λ) ≃ d
dλ
[
dk−1
dλk−1
eV g(λ)
]
≃
d
dλ
[
V k−1
(
dg
dλ
)k−1
eV g(λ) +V k−2dk−1 eV g(λ)
]
,
(A6)
The coefficients dk obey the following recursion relation
dk = dk−1
dg
dλ
+ (k − 1)
(
dg
dλ
)k−2
d2g
dλ2
, (A7)
with the solution
dk =
k(k − 1)
2
(
dg
dλ
)k−2
d2g
dλ2
. (A8)
Applying the above result for dk coefficients in Eq. (A6) and using Eq. (A3) one gets the final expression for the ck−1
coefficient
ck−1 =
k(k − 1)
2
f(λ)
(
dg
dλ
)k−1
+ k
df
dλ
(
dg
dλ
)k−1
+
k(k − 1)
2
f(λ)
(
dg
dλ
)k−2
d2g
dλ2
, (A9)
where the last term is obtained from the (k − 1)–order derivative in Eq. (A3).
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APPENDIX B: GRAND CANONICAL CHARGE DENSITY PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE
T-LIMIT
Let us consider the grand canonical probability distribution to find the charge density q in a system of volume V
and average charge density 〈q〉. This probability, following Eq. (10c), reads
P
GC
〈q〉 (q, V ) = V e
−V x〈q〉 IV q(2V z0)
[ 〈q〉+ x〈q〉
2z0
]V q
. (B1)
with x〈q〉 as in Eq. (19) but with q being replaced by 〈q〉.
Our goal is to find the first subleading contribution to PGC〈q〉 (q, V ) in the thermodynamic limit.
It is rather straightforward to see from Eq. (B1) that the limit V → ∞ for fixed q does not exist as a regular
function [12]. However, this limit can be found as a generalized function. To show it, we consider the integral
〈G〉 =
∫
dqG(q)PGC〈q〉 (q, V ) . (B2)
where the probability distribution PGC〈q〉 is smeared out with a test function G.
In our previous study [12] it was shown that in the T-limit
〈G〉 = G(〈q〉) +O(V −1) . (B3)
Thus, one can write
lim
V→∞
P
GC
〈q〉 (q, V ) = δ (q − 〈q〉) . (B4)
We apply the asymptotic form of the Iα Bessel function (17) in (B1) and then calculate the integral (B2) using the
saddle-point method. To obtain the NLO term of this integral one should take into account contributions coming
from the probability (B1) in the next to leading order and corresponding contributions from (C3) simultaneously.
From (B1) and (17, 19) one gets
P
GC
〈q〉 (q, V ) ≃V 1/2
e−V (x〈q〉−xq)√
2πxq
[ 〈q〉+ x〈q〉
q + xq
]V q
+
V −1/2
6z20 − q2
12
√
2πx
7/2
q
[ 〈q〉+ x〈q〉
q + xq
]V q
e−V (x〈q〉−xq) .
(B5)
The last term in Eq. (B5) contributes to the order O(V −1) in PGC〈q〉 (q, V ) as
1
V
6z20 − q2
12
√
2πx3q
δ(q − 〈q〉) . (B6)
A further contribution of order O(V −1) comes from the coefficient c1 calculated from Eq. (C3) as
c1 =
√
π
4
(
d
dy
)2 [
G(y)√
2π(y2 + 4z20)
1/4
(
S(y0)− S(y)
(y − y0)2
)−3/2]∣∣∣∣∣
y=y0
. (B7)
with
S(q) = xq − x〈q〉 + q ln
〈q〉+ x〈q〉
q + xq
. (B8)
This gives
c1 =
1
12
〈q〉2 − 6z20
x3〈q〉
G(〈q〉) + x〈q〉
2
G
′′
(〈q〉) . (B9)
Consequently, the leading and the subleading contributions to PGC〈q〉 (q, V ) are obtained as
P
GC
〈q〉 (q, V ) = δ (q − 〈q〉) +
x〈q〉
2V
δ
′′
(q − 〈q〉) +O(V −2) , (B10)
where the double prime in the delta function is the second derivative with respect to the charge density q.
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APPENDIX C: WATSON-LAPLACE THEOREM
Let us consider the Laplace integral
F (λ) =
∫
I
dx eλS(x) f(x) . (C1)
An asymptotic expansion of F (λ) in the limit λ→∞ is given by the classical Watson-Laplace theorem:
Let I = [a, b] be a finite interval such that
1. max
x∈I
S(x) is reached only in the single point x0 = a, a < x0 < b.
2. f(x), S(x) ∈ C(I).
3. f(x), S(x) ∈ C∞ in the vicinity of x0, and S′′(x0) 6= 0 .
Then, for λ ∈ Sǫ and λ→∞, the following expansion holds
F [λ] ≃ eλS(x0)
∞∑
k=0
ckλ
−k−1/2 , (C2)
where the coefficients
ck =
Γ(k + 1/2)
(2k)!
(
d
dx
)2k [
f(x)
(
S(x0)− S(x)
(x− x0)2
)−k−1/2]∣∣∣∣∣
x=x0
. (C3)
Sǫ is here a segment | arg z| 6 π2 − ǫ < π2 in the complex z-plane.
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